
Tomaz Cebela from Sava, Helena Ursic, Irena Ipavec from Ajdovscina and Tamara Cakic from
Ljubljana in Slovenia worked on this contribution. Tomaz presents some examples of History and
Physics school books with refernces to the Chernobyl issue. Helena found Chernobyl in a
grammer school textbook for Geography. Irena gives us a selection of school books from
different subjects, where Chernobyl is mentioned. Last but not least Tamara presents extracts
from a History textbook as well as from a school book for Geography.

Tomaz Cebela:

First one is history textbook Zgodovina 4 from my high school. I remember that we were dealing with
this topic, but textbook did not contain any information about Chernobyl. But then I went to look
into the workbook Zgodovina 4, where I found one small exercise =)

Dolenc, Ervin et al.. 2002. ZGODOVINA 4, učbenik za zgodovino v 4. letniku 

gimnazijskega izobraževanja. DZS: Ljubljana.

Pastar, Zlata et. al.. 2003. ZGODOVINA 4, delovni

zvezek za zgodovino v 4. letniku gimnazijskega

izobraževanja. DZS: Ljubljana.



“54. World economic growth caused pollution of the environment. Humanity has experienced during

this time quite a few disasters. Connect the following events.

1 Chernobyl (Ukraine) A nuclear power plant

2 Bhopal (India) B toxic gases

Explain how these events are known.” ____________________________________________

“Circle correct argument. With environmental pollutions countries started to deal:

a) on the beginning of the industrialization.

b) on the beginning of the 20. century.

c) at the end of the 20. century.”

This exercise is on page no. 145. It explains why I remember that we were dealing with Chernobyl in
high school.

The second textbook that is frequently used in Slovenian high schools is Sodobna zgodovina (Modern
History) by Božo Repe. In the section Science and technology, textbook contains small picture and

explanation beneath it about the Chernobyl accident.

Repe, Božo. 2005. Sodobna zgodovina. Zgodovina za 4. letnik gimnazij. Modrijan založba: Ljubljana.

SCIENCE AND TEHNOLOGY

Nuclear power plant in Chernobyl in Ukraine, 1986
In the year 1986 there come to the failure in the nuclear reactor of Chernobyl, which caused strong radiation in
middle and north Europe.



This short mentioning of the Chernobyl accident was on the page no. 237. The text around it is
explaining, how important inventions of the science and technology for the humanity were and that
they will change man’s way of life.
Third textbook was Slovenian physical textbook Svet elektronov in atomov (The world of electrons
and atoms). The whole topic of nuclear energy was explained very well, but unfortunately I did not
found any mentioning of the accident.

Kladnik, Rudolf. 2006. Svet elektronov in atomov. Fizika za srednješolce 3. DZS: Ljubljana.



On the pages no. 203 and 205 there are short explanations about the first atomic bombs and their
use in 2. World War and about Slovenian nuclear program  research reactor in Podgorica close to
Ljubljana and NPP in Krško (NEK). You can found even some words about disadvantages of the NPP
like ‘nuclear ash’ (production of the reaction) and its radiation.

After I didn't found any information about the first physical textbook, I went to look into the second
one. Both textbooks are the most used textbooks for physic in Slovenia. Unfortunatly I still didn't
found any information about nuclear accidents, which is strange because book was published in 2003
(previous one in 1996). Again II found informations about atomic boom, picture downstairs is
showing the explosion of the atomic bomb (page no. 229).



Hribar, Marjan et al.. 2003. Elektrika, svetloba in snov. Fizika za 3. in 4. letnik srednje šole. Modrijan založba:

Ljubljana.

But the last textbook that I encountered, was very interesting. It is designed more for addition to the
textbooks. 20. century in the historical sources, text and images (20. stoletje v zgodovinskih virih,
besedi in slikah) is the title of the textbook and its value is in many interesting articles and pictures
that were published in Slovenian or foreign newspapers

Weber, Tomaž et. al.. 2000. 20. stoletje v zgodovinskih virih, besedi in slikah. Utrinki iz svetovne zgodovine

1945–1990. DZS: Ljubljana



At the topic Science, technology and elements of culture after the World War 2, I found on the page
6 article from Slovenian newspaper DELO from the date 30.4.1986 article about Chernobyl:
catastrophe in nuclear power-plant.

This textbook is in my opinion really good for upgrading your knowledge on the specific topics and
you can see from the firsthand how people and especially news were looking on events like
Chernobyl at that time.



Helena Ursic:

I focused on the geography textbooks. Again, the basis was the textbook currently used in
Slovenian Grammar schools.

EVROPA, delovni zvezek za geografijo za 2. in 3. letnik gimnazij in srednjih tehniških oz.
strokovnih šol, izobraževanje turistični tehnik, Avtor: Igor Lipovšek, Jurij Senegačnik  

My research gave no positive results. Again, Chernobyl was not mentioned, not even as a
footnote. In this case I had no possibility to contact a professor of geography on one of
Slovenian high schools, so I borrowed some older textbooks from the library and tried to find
some more in them.

Brinovec, S. et al. : Geografija Evrope, Založba Mladinska knjiga, Ljubljana, 1994

On page 193, in the chapter of ecological problems in Ukraine and other states of Eastern
Europe, additional information on Chernobyl is given: “Power plants also caused some
accidents in environment. For example, a huge catastrophe happened in Chernobyl. ”

Few sentences forward the author compared the radioactivity of a huge nuclear dump in
Kazakhstan with destructive power of 20 Chernobyl catastrophes.

Page 178: After 1981 the states
encouraged the production of nuclear
energy. In nineties it had the biggest part
in the amount of all energy of the states;
its quantity was equal to the quantity of
hydro energy.

Nevertheless that the catastrophe of
Chernobyl happened not many years ago,
the states still continue with constructing



Irena Ipavec:

1. BIOLOGY, TEXTBOOK FOR GRAMMAR SCHOOLS – ECOLOGY
(Author: Kazimir Tarman; published in 2005; p 147)

The catastrophe of Chernobyl
(On the right side: Nuclear accidents in the economy)

Another shock for the world was the catastrophe in Chernobyl on 24th April 1986 (Mind the

wrong date information!), when the reactor of nuclear power plant exploded. The cause of the
accident was technical weakness of the device and mistakes that employers had made.
Radiation affected mostly the surrounding area, but with radioactive clouds and rains it also
reached the other parts of Europe, including Slovenia. There was 2x1018 Bq (Bq = Becquerel)
of radiation released in the environment. After the catastrophe of Chernobyl, the radiation in
upper decimetres of the ground has increased for 9 % in Slovenia, because of the content of
Cs-137. Of course, the Chernobyl amount is an addition to the limit defined by law which is
1.0 mSv per year. After the explosion, all the people and cattle were moved from the area
within 30-kilometres radius of the power plant. The full number of people who had to
emigrate was 135,000.

In a case of accidents like the one in Chernobyl, when the environment is contaminated with
short-lived radiation-induced radicals, concrete walls are already a quite good protector.
Person who stays indoors receives several times lower amount of radiation than person who
spends all day outdoors.

The Krško nuclear power plant has functioned properly so far. Specialist claims that, with
consideration of regulations, a possibility of accident is extremely low. Of great importance is
to replace used parts and to pay attention to employ highly professional people. But together
we should make sure that all nuclear waste, which still stays in nuclear power plants, is
properly stored.



2. OUR ERA, THE OUTLINE OF HISTORY OF THE 20TH CENTURY (Textbook
for 4th grade of Grammar school)
(Author: Božo Repe; published in 1997; p 226)

The text above is about how the world discovered the nuclear energy although it was unable
to control it properly. It describes a development of nuclear power plants after the Second
World War and of other ways of its usage and different technologies (of which Soviets’ was
the least reliable). It also mentions the Chernobyl catastrophe (in the blue frame):

The possibility of catastrophic consequences of the usage of nuclear energy slowly penetrated
into the humankind’s mind. People were drastically reminded of it by the Chernobyl accident
on 26th April 1986, which has outgrown into all-Europe nuclear disaster. Accidents, usually
hidden to the public, had happened before. First which raised the major wave of protests was
the one on the Three Miles Island in Pennsylvania, USA in 1979.

Hereafter the text refers to people’s divided opinion on the nuclear energy and gives an
example of the newly built NPP in Zwentendorf, Austria, which couldn’t start operating
because the referendum results were against it. Also the Slovenian NPP Krško still causes
concern and demands for its closure, despite the fact that it has operated safely so far.



3. HISTORY 2, FOR TECHNICAL AND OTHER SPECIALISED HIGH
SCHOOLS
(Author: Stane Berzelak; published in 1999; p 202)

The environmental pollution

Below the photo: April 1986. The largest accident in nuclear power plants happened in
Chernobyl. The radiation capacity of the reactor was equal to 1500 bombs of Hiroshima. Even
though 135,000 inhabitants were removed from that area, the consequences could not be
restricted and they reached far beyond borders of the Soviet Union.



On the right side is the quote of the article in Slovenian newspaper “Nedelo”, on 27th April
1997, No. 17: On the anniversary of the accident in the Chernobyl NPP, the Ukrainian
Department of Health published information that just in the previous year there were 3,178
death cases directly connected with the accident in the country. Because of the accident,
Ukraine expects a major increase of ill and disabled people in the 21st century. Russian press
agency ItarTass reported on a study results which showed that of 350,000 people who worked
in the area of the NPP and were exposed to a large amount of radiation, 17,000 are disabled
today. Approximately 5,000 people started protests this morning at 1:24, at the exactly same
time that the employers in the Chernobyl NPP lost control over the reactor in year 1986.
Nuclear experts proclaim that 30-km area around the reactor should remain uninhabited for at
least three centuries; in spite of this, 479 people live here voluntarily and another 2 millions
live in the wider contaminated area.

The lower part of the text expresses the general concern with the pollution in the name of
technical progress and highlights the question: Will we know how to survive?

4. GEOGRAPHY OF EUROPE 3
(Author: Slavko Brinovec; published in 1998, p 193)

Radioactive waste in Ural

Operating of nuclear power plants, many of which were built by Eastern European countries,
causes numerous problems in the environment. Used fuel rods should be replaced. Nuclear
waste (fuel rods, gangue, preserved power plants) are a major threat to the environment.
Accidents in power plants (Chernobyl, year 1986) also present similar danger, but in spite of
this the countries of Eastern Europe haven’t abandoned the programme of power plants
construction.
Russia processes and stores its nuclear waste in Majak in the Chelyabinsk region, in the south
of Yekaterinburg by the Kazakhstan border. Currently, this area contains such amount of
unprotected nuclear waste that their radiation reaches a billion Curie (twenty times more
powerful than the radiation of Chernobyl).
Russia decided to process all the nuclear waste and to pay compensation to people who were
affected by the radioactivity. But due to inflation that Russia is facing, this will probably
never happen. And nobody is thinking about eventually closing dangerous NPPs, ensuring the



proper storage and processing of the waste. If they wait any longer, the radiation circle will
spread and perhaps reach Moscow, which is 2,000 km away.

5. SOCIOLOGY, TEXTBOOK FOR 280-HOURS SUBJECT OF SOCIOLOGY
FOR 4TH CLASS IN GRAMMAR SCHOOLS
(Author: Andreja Barle; published in 2004, p 243)

With the increase of production, the risk of accidents also appears. These are the
consequences of malfunctions in production devices and of usage of production systems that
can change human mistakes into a terrifying demolition forces. When The Limits to Growth
were written, the Bhopal and Chernobyl hadn’t happened yet. In Bhopal in India the toxic
cloud was released from the chemical factory: several thousand people died (exact numbers
weren’t given, since they stopped counting the dead), 200,000 were injured. Choked people
were lying everywhere, on the streets and fields and also dead and swollen animals.
The accident in the nuclear power plant of Chernobyl had horrible consequences as well, but
at the same time it revealed at least two facts: local accidents can have influence on a wider
area because the radioactive cloud doesn’t stop on the national borders; and furthermore, the
powerlessness of the highly civilised world that trembles, hoping that the wind maybe takes
this cloud “somewhere away”.

The described condition can be defined as an environmental crisis; this is the deformed
balance between human (society) and nature. The only one to blame is the human with his
culture and technology that he dominates the nature with.



Tamara Cakic:

SLOVENIAN TEXTBOOKS AND THE CHERNOBYL ACCIDENT

1 went trough the textbooks we used at our grammar school and all 1 found was a very brief
mentioning of the Chernobyl disaster. 1 found a picture of the Chernobyl nuclear power plant
from the year 1986 under the section Science and technology in the chapter World after the
Second World War in a history textbook for the students in the 4th year. The Chernobyl
accident is not mentioned in the text under that section, all that there is about Chernobyl is the
picture of it and a very short text under the picture, which says:

Nuclear power plant in Chernobyl in Ukraine, 1986
In the year 1986 there was a breakdown in the nuclear reactor of Chernobyl, which caused
strong radiation in middle and north Europe.

1 found another very brief and indirect mentioning of the Chernobyl accident in a
geography textbook under the chapter about east Europe and in the context of the section
about modern processes and problems of Eastern Europe. Under that section there was a
paragraph with the title Radioactive waste in Ural.



Many nuclear power plants, which were built in the east Europe, are causing many
problems to the environment. Radioactive waste (by-products in the process of producing
energy) is great danger for the environment. Similar danger are also nuclear accidents
(Chernobyl, 1986). Despite that, the states in the east Europe did not abandon programs of
building new nuclear power plants.

Russia remakes and stores its nuclear waste in Mayak in the Chelyabinsk region, south
from Yekaterinburg on the border with Kazakhstan. On that area there is such an amount of
unprotected nuclear waste that their radioactivity is one milliard curies (equal to the
radioactivity of twenty Chernobyl’s).

Russia decided that it will remake all its nuclear waste and pay out the damages to the
people who were affected by radiation. However, considering the Russian inflation, they will
never have enough money for that. But still, no one is considering that we should eventually
close dangerous nuclear power plants and ensure appropriate storage and remaking of
nuclear waste. It they are going to wait much longer the area of radiation will spread and
maybe even extend to the Moscow, 2000 kilometers away.

As 1 remember we never spoke about the Chernobyl accident in school, maybe we had just
briefly mentioned it at history lesson. 1 must add that 1 was very surprised and
disappointed with the fact that a grammar school student, who should receive general
knowledge, does not actually get any information about the accident in Chernobyl (1 believe
that there is so much more to learn and know about this accident than just the fact that it
happened in 1986, there are many political and regime factors that are also connected with
the consequences of the accident that should be taught).


